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Abstract-Let Dj, j = 1,2, be two bounded domains (obstacles) in R”, n 2 2, with the boundaries 
Pj. Let Aj be the scattering amplitude corresponding to Dj. The Dirichlet boundary condition is 
assumed on f’j. A formula is derived for A := A1 - AZ. This formula is used for a derivation of the 
derivative of the scattering amplitude with respect to P, the boundary of the obstacle. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Dj , j = 1,2, be bounded domains in Rn, n 2 2, with boundaries rj. Let us assume that 
one of the boundaries, say I’i, is C IJ 0 < X < 1. This means that in the local coordinates l?i 
has equation ~3 = +(z’), 5’ := (zi,zczj, where 9 E Cl>’ that is \V~(Z’) - V$(y’)( 5 ~12’ - $I’, 
0 < X 5 1. We take n = 3 or n = 2 to simplify the problem. Consider the scattering problems: 
(V2 + k2)uj =O in D;, Di := R3\ Dj 




uj = exp(ika . x) + Aj(cr’, a, k)r f o 
0 
i , T = 12( -+ co, cr’ = :. 
T 
Here LY E S2 is given, S2 is the unit sphere in R3, the coefficient Aj is called the scattering 
amplitude, k > 0 is a fixed number, the wavenumber. It is well-known [l] that the problem (l)-(3) 
has a solution, this solution is unique, and has finite norms 11tijllR + JjVz~~))n 5 cj(R), j = 1,2, 
where 11% IIR := (JD8.nBR lUj12dZ)“2, BR := {X : 1x1 5 R}, and J,,, $&& < cj, j = 1,2, S > 0. 
In Section 2, we derive the following formula for A(&, a, k) := >~(a’, a, k) - A2(~‘, cry, k): 
47rA(o’, cr, k) = 
I 
[w(s, a, k)um(s, -a’, k) - WN(S, QI, k)w(s, -a’, k)] ds. (4) 
r12 
Here I’12 := I’{ U rl,, UjN is the normal derivative of uj at the boundary l?i2, ??l, is the part 
of I’1 which lies in 06, l$ is the part of r2 which lies in Di, N is the outer normal to I’{ or I’;, 
Uj(x, (Y, k) are the scattering solutions: the solutions to problems (l)-(3), j = 1,2. Formula (4) 
is close in spirit to the one proved in [2, p. 671 (see also [3]). From (4) it is easy to derive 
a formula for the derivative of the scattering amplitude A wrt (with respect to) the boundary 
of the obstacle. This derivative is defined as the Frechet derivative and the boundary of rs is 
assumed to be of the form T = T(0) + h(O), while the boundary of l?r is of the form T = T(O), 
where ~(6) and u(e) are Cl?’ vector fields on the unit sphere, 8 is a unit vector and 0 < X 5 1. 
As t -+ 0, the limit lim{(Az - Al)/t} is called the derivative A’ of A wrt r at I?1 in the direction 
of the vector field u(e). This derivative can be calculated by the formula: 
A’= -A I N . a(e)u,(s, a, k)uN(s, -a’, k) ds, r1 
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where the unit vector B is defined by s : ~(0) = S. Formulas (4) and (5) are the basic results 
of this paper. Formula (4) is used in [3] in a derivation of a stability estimate in the obstacle 
scattering. 
In Section 2 formulas (4) and (5) are proved. The proof of (4) is similar to the one given in [3], 
and in [2, p. 671 for the potential scattering theory. Formula (5) is an immediate consequence 
of (4). Formula (5) contains the basic result of [4]. Let us formulate the results. 
THEOREM 1. Let rj, j = 1,2, be as above. Then formulas (4) and (5) hold. 
REMARK 1. It is clear from the proof in Section 2 that formula (4) holds for arbitrary surfaces 
I’1 and l?2 for which problem (l)-(3) is solvable in Hk, and Jrj Izlj~[~dz < 00. By H,&, we mean 
the space of functions with the finite norm Hl(D: n BR) for any sufficiently large R > 0. 
There is a vast literature on the estimates of the solutions to elliptic equations in non-smooth 
domains [5-121. 
2. PROOF OF FORMULAS (4) AND (5) 
Let Gj(z, Y, Ic) be the resolvent kernel for the problem (l)-(3): 
(02 + rC2)Gj(z, Y, Ic) = -S(z - Y) in D(i (6) 
Gj(z, y, k) = 0, CT E rj (7) 
1x1 ($$ - ilGj) -+ 0 as 1x1 --) 00 (uniformly in directions). (8) 
It is proved in [l, p. 461 that 
where the function uj(s, c~, k) in (9) is the scattering solution (the solution to (l)-(3)). Note that 
Gj(xc,Y,k) =G~(Y,s,~). 
Consider the identity which follows from Green’s formula applied to the domain 
(& u 02)’ whose boundary is I?12 := I’l, u l?l,: 
Let Id + 00, fi = cd in (10) and use (9) to get 
u&,4$) - 2L2(&--Q',@ = 
J [G&w$)uzN(s,-a'$) --2(~,-a'$) r12 aG~~s'k)] ds. (11) 8 
Now take 1x1 + co, fi = -a! in (ll), use (9) and (3) and get 
A1(-a,-a’,k) -A+cY,-c&k) = ~S,l~[u,(.,a,L)U2~(S,-,',k) 
(12) 
- u2(s, -a’, k)wv(s, a, k)] ds. 
Finally, using the known reciprocity relation 
Aj(-a, -(Y’, k) = Aj(d, a, k), (13) 
one obtains from (12) formula (4). I 
Obstacle scattering 
If Di c DQ, then I’is = l?s and formula (4) yields 
a7 
47r[A1- AZ] = J UI(S, a, k)~znr(s, -a’, k) ds, rz 04) 
since the second integral in (4) vanishes because up = 0 on Is. To derive formula (5) from (14), 
one uses the boundary condition ~i(r(0)) = 0 and the formula 
zQ(r+ta) =tv?Q(r). a + o(t) = t211pJN. a + o(t) as t -+ 0. 
Substitute this formula in (14), divide both sides by t, let t ---) 0, and obtain formula (5). 
The same method applies to the Neumann boundary condition. In this case formula (14) takes 
the form 
47r[Ai - A21 = - 
1 
um(s, a, ~)7-42(s, -a’, ~1 ds 
rz 
(14’) 
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